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Question: 

What’s the key infos on Vega web ?  www.vegapharma.com 

 

On Vega web, the infos can find as bellowing: 

 

1. Home 

-Group product ranges: Animal nutrition, Human nutrition, Active pharmaceutical ingredients, 

Machines and packing 

-About Vega, History, Solutions 

-Our journey with innovations 

-Vega news 

 

2. About Vega 

-Corporation presentation 

-R&D Strengths, can click “more” to know more about: 

     One Academy, three institutes 

     20+ years preparation technology innovation 

     50+ Researchers 

     Uniquely own 2 innovative probiotics 

-R&D Milestone 

-Certificates 

-Quality control system 

3.  Brands 

-Brand story: relationships between Vega, Vegamax, Vegavit, Prumix.  

-Production bases 

-Business philosophy 

4.  Products 

-Animal nutrition: divided by applications, covers all species.  

Function, Clean, Nutrition, Treatment 

Each parts, can click into, and find the lists of products, some of products have detailed 

products infos, videos, labels pictures, etc. 

-Human nutrition 

Vitamins and amino acids; Prumix factory’s products; Nutrition additives; Plant extracts 

-Active pharmaceutical ingredients 

-Machines and packing 

5.  Vitamin China 

    3 Vega factories for producing feed grade vitamins, food grade vitamins and premixes.  

Vega Voices 

Vitamin market trends from China and Europe, updated by Vega every week. 
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6.  Solutions 

    Vega is One stop solution supplier 

7.  News 

    Can find latest news about Vega infos of company, factories, exhibitions, Vega teams, 

team outing activities, etc.  

8.  Download 

    Can on-line read or download:  

    Company profile, Group catalogues, Product info, Vega reports, Vega videos, Vega daily, 

Vega RFQ, Vega PLUS, Vitamin China, Vega Family. 

9.  Career 

    Vega social responsibility, Team culture, Team activity, The exhibition, Career.  

    Join Vega as a regional or country distributor in local market 

    Join Vega as a sales manager in local market 

10.  Contact 

     Headquarter address and contact info, including valid email address.  

     Inquiry format 

11.  On top of web, can submit inquiries, can search products in the web, and the web have 

different languages: English, Russian, French, Portugal, Spanish, Arabic. 

 

 12.  on bottom of Web, can link to the web of Vega subsidiary company and Vega web on 

Alibaba, and Vega web on Linkedin, Facebook, Youtube.  
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